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PART I - CHAPTER ONE 

WILLIAM LAMBARDE, EARLY CARTOGRAPHERS AND THE EVIDENCE 

FOR THE NUMBER OF PARKS IN ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN KENT  

The aim of this chapter is to review contemporary printed sources covering the 

whole county of Kent to estimate the number of parks containing herds of deer in 

Elizabeth I's and James I's reigns and to see whether these sources enable a preliminary 

assessment to be made about whether the number of active parks was stable, fluctuating, 

decreasing or increasing. Throughout this thesis a distinction between 'active' and 

'disparked' parks is being made.  The term 'active' refers to parks known to have held 

deer for at least some time in the period from 1558 to 1625, together with those parks 

that were shown on contemporary maps.  The term 'disparkment' will be discussed fully 

in Chapter Five, but for the time being non-active parks were those either without deer, 

or those for which the existence of deer remains unproven.1  For nearly all parks there is 

insufficient evidence to prove whether there were deer in parks and, if not, to pinpoint 

exactly when they were removed. 

Attention will initially be focused on the only contemporary textual source to 

contain information about parks in Kent, namely William Lambarde's 'A Perambulation 

of Kent' first published in 1576 and revised in 1596, both editions of which included a 

list of deer parks in the county. In the first edition the list comprised 52 parks of which 

34 contained deer and 18 did not, and in the second edition 54 of which 31 contained 

deer and 23 did not.2 The list of 1576 is the earliest printed list for any county, although 

a written list of 22 Suffolk parks and their owners survives from c.1560.3  Lists of parks 

from another six counties appear in state papers in the early 1580s, following enquiries 

into the number of parks with breeding mares.4 

1 See pp.142-171. 
2 Lambarde W., A Perambulation of Kent conteining the Description, Hystorie, and Customes of that 
Shire (London, 1576) pp.48-49, The Particular of Kent; Lambarde W., A Perambulation of Kent 
conteining the Description, Hystorie, and Customes of that Shire (2nd edition London, 1596) pp.60-61, 
The Particular of Kent; see Figure 1.1, p.9 for comparison between Lambarde's lists of deer parks. 
3 Suffolk Record Office B449/5/31/36 Hengrave manorial record, cited by Hoppitt R., A study of the 
development of deer parks in Suffolk from C11th to C17th ((University of East Anglia, 1992, thesis 
presented for degree of Doctor of Philosophy) p.1.  
4 TNA SP12/162/38 Cornwall, SP12/163/20 Dorsetshire, SP12/163/14 Hertfordshire, SP12/148/63 
Norfolk, SP12/162/44 Somerset, SP12/162/34 Wiltshire. See also Chapter Three pp.103-104. 
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Figure 1.1 – Comparison between Lambarde's Lists of Parks, 1576 and 1596 

1st Edition, 1576    2nd Edition, 1596  
(Disparked parks italicised, seven changes in 1596 list in bold) 

Aldington disparked (omitted in 1576) 
Allington disparked    Allington disparked 
Ashour       Ashour  
At Ashford (?Scot's Hall)    At Ashford (?Scot's Hall) 
Bedgebury      Bedgebury 
Birling      Birling 
Brasted disparked    Brasted disparked 
Broxham disparked    Broxham disparked 
Calehill       Calehill 
Cage disparked      Cage disparked 
Cobham      Cobham 
Cooling      Cooling 
Eltham       Eltham 
Eltham       Eltham 
Eltham       Eltham 
Folkestone disparked    Folkestone disparked 
Glassenbury      Glassenbury 
Greenwich      Greenwich 
Groombridge     Groombridge 
Halden      Halden disparked 
Hamswell      Hamswell 
Henden disparked    Henden disparked 
Hever disparked     Hever disparked 
Hungershall      Hungershall 
Ightham disparked    Ightham disparked 
Knole      Knole 
Langley disparked    Langley disparked 
Leigh disparked      Leigh disparked 
Leeds       Leeds 
Lullingstone      Lullingstone 
Merewood disparked (misspelt)   Mereworth disparked 
Northfrith     Northfrith 
Northfrith       Northfrith 
Northfrith     Northfrith 
Otford      Otford 
Otford      Otford disparked 
Oxenhoath disparked    Oxenhoath disparked 
Oxenhoath disparked    Oxenhoath disparked 
Panthurst disparked    Panthurst disparked 
Penshurst     Penshurst  
Postern disparked    Postern disparked 
Postling       Postling 
St. Augustines      St. Augustines 
Saltwood     Saltwood disparked 
Shurland     Shurland disparked 
Sissinghurst      Sissinghurst 
Southfrith, forest     Southfrith, forest 
Southpark      Southpark 
Stonehurst disparked     Stonehurst disparked 
Stowting      Stowting  
Sutton disparked     Sutton disparked 
Westenhanger      Westenhanger 

Westenhanger (2nd park added) 
Wrotham disparked    Wrotham disparked 
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A comparison of Lambarde's two lists indicates both particular and long-term 

changes.  In the former case, five parks were added to the number of disparked parks, 

which rose from 18 in 1576 to 23 in 1596. Secondly, by specifying disparked parks  

Lambarde was distinguishing between active and defunct parks, in itself recognition of 

long-term change, which he stressed in the section entitled 'The Estate of Kent':- 

Parkes of fallow Deere, and games of grey Conyes, it maynteyneth many, 
the one for pleasure, and the other for profit, as it may wel appeare by this, 
that within memorie almost one half of the first sorte be disparked, and the 
number of warrens continueth, if it do not increase dayly.5 

 
Here parks are equated with the enjoyment derived from their function of 

supporting herds of deer, compared with the emphasis on the profit emanating from 

breeding conies.  By implication Lambarde attributes the loss of nearly half the deer 

parks to the expense of maintaining them for pleasure alone, although he did not 

elaborate on what he meant by disparkment.  As will be discussed in Chapter Five, 

disparkment was a complex process, encompassing various stages, but for the purposes 

of this chapter Lambarde's simple definition of disparkment, namely that the parks no 

longer sustained deer, will suffice.6   

 

Lambarde's estimation that nearly half of the county's many parks had been 

disparked within living memory, at the time of the first edition, was a drastic and 

noticeable change.  This contention, along with Lambarde's identification of specific 

disparked parks, will be explored in the opening section (i) of the chapter to give a 

summary of sixteenth-century developments prior to the reign of Elizabeth I.  In the 

second section (ii) Lambarde's experience as a disciplined historian and his personal 

knowledge of the county of Kent will be examined to assess the reliability of his 

research, which will be shown to be of a generally high standard.  In section (iii) 

Lambarde's invaluable lists with their overview of existing parks in 1576 and 1596 will 

come under scrutiny, with discussion about their inconsistencies and ambiguities. 

Although Lambarde made a few alterations to his previous list of parks in the second 

edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent' of 1596, he did not revise the main text, so his 

statement about the rate of disparkment remained.   This study will argue that the rate of 

disparkment slowed down from the beginning of Elizabeth I's reign until the end of the 

                                                 
5 Cony = an adult rabbit (http://dictionary.oed.com); Lambarde(1576) p.9.  This paragraph was unaltered 
in Lambarde(1596) p.11. 
6 See also Chapter Five pp.142-144. 
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reign of James I, a trend that can be discerned by studying the five contemporary county 

maps to which attention will be turned in section (iv).  These maps will be compared 

with each other and with Lambarde's lists.  Finally, parks which were missed by all 

these sources or which were set up later will be mentioned, to reach a conclusion in 

section (v) about the number of parks which had deer in them for at least part of 

Elizabeth I's and James I's reigns. 

 

(i) Loss of parks before Elizabeth I's accession 

Lambarde's key phrase 'within memorie' (used in the first edition of 'A 

Perambulation of Kent' to which it must be assumed that it primarily applies) would 

take older inhabitants back to earlier turbulent times in the sixteenth century when 

there was disruption in the ownership of many parks.7  Lack of continuity of 

management seems to have led to the loss of deer herds in some parks and 

consolidated the disparked status of others, but evidence of the individual histories of 

each park is at best patchy, so in most cases circumstantial evidence is all that is 

available.  However, it will be shown that the loss of nearly half the active parks in 

Kent occurred from the later years of Henry VIII's reign to the end of Mary I's reign.8   

   

The church, owning two-fifths of the county from 1422 to 1535, was the 

largest landowner in Kent.9  This figure was well above the national average, and 

was largely attributable to the extensive land holdings of the archbishop of 

Canterbury.10  Ecclesiastical bodies held about 30 parks in Kent before the English 

Reformation, with the archbishop of Canterbury alone owning at least 19 parks, 

many not on Lambarde's lists.  The land exchanges and confiscations engineered by 

Henry VIII from 1537 to 1540 therefore had a great impact on Kent landownership.11  

As a result of the transfers the archbishop lost a dramatic number of parks at 

Aldington(1), Bexley(5), Fryarne(36), Ightham(48), Knole(50), Langham(early park 

                                                 
7 Lambarde(1576) p.9, Estate of Kent.  As a lawyer, Lambarde was probably thinking in terms of the 
phrase 'within living memory', which was normally taken to be a period of between 30 to 60 years. 
8 In this section all ecclesiastical parks are included whether or not they appeared in Lambarde's lists. 
9 Clark P., English Provincial Society from the Reformation to the Revolution: religion, politics and 
society in Kent 1500-1640 (Hassocks, 1977) p.6 citing Du Boulay F.R.H., The Lordship of Canterbury, 
An essay of medieval society (London, 1966) pp.244-245. 
10 Clark P., English Provincial Society from the Reformation to the Revolution, p.6, this estimate is 
derived from comparative data on monastic holdings in other parts of the country in P. Hughes, The 
Reformation in England I (New York, 1950-1954) p.375.  
11 Du Boulay F.R.H., 'Archbishop Cranmer and the Canterbury Temporalities' in English Historical 
Review LXVII, no.262 (January 1952) pp.19-36.   
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16), Lyminge(56), Lympne(57), Maidstone(59), three at Otford(62-64), 

Panthurst(67), Saltwood(75) and Wrotham(100).12 Other ecclesiastical institutions 

with parks seized by the crown were Boxley Abbey (Boxley,14a), St. Augustine's 

Abbey (Canterbury Old park,19), the Priory of Christ Church (Canterbury Trenley 

park(20) and Westwell,98), the Abbey of St. Mary Graces by the Tower of London 

(Elham, 30), and Folkestone Priory (Folkestone, 34).13  In addition, the bishopric of 

Rochester surrendered to the crown part of its land enclosed within Cooling(24) 

park.14 Effectively, the only parks, whether active or disparked, retained by the 

church were the archbishop of Canterbury's parks at Chislet(22), Curlswood(26), 

Ford(35) and Lympne(57) and the bishop of Rochester's park at Bromley(16).15 

 

How many of the parks were maintained with deer under the ownership of the 

crown remains unclear, because little is known of their status prior to seizure, but had 

they been disparked for any length of time Lambarde's 'within memorie' would have 

been somewhat overstretched.16  However, it is clear that lack of continuity in 

management and the desire of the crown and its lessees to maximise profits had led 

many to cease as deer parks by the reign of Elizabeth I, as Lambarde's first list 

testifies.17  The exceptional parks still holding deer were Cooling(24), owned by the 

Brooke family of Cobham, and, under keepership or crown lessees, Knole(50), 

Otford Great park(62), and, perhaps, Otford Little park(63) and Saltwood(75).18  

 

                                                 
12 Morice R, 'Anecdotes and Character of Archbishop Cranmer by Ralph Morice his secretary' pp.234-272 
in Nichols J. G. (ed.), Narratives of the Days of the Reformation (London, 1859) pp.234-272; Du Boulay 
F.R.H., The Lordship of Canterbury, An essay of medieval society pp.317-329.  The 'earlier park' number 
is a park which does not appear in post 1558 documents, but which has been included on Map 1.1 'Map of 
Kent showing all known parks' (Appendix 4 p.326) and Figure 1.4 (Appendix 3 pp.320-325) as a 
bracketed number.   
13 Boxley(14a), CPR c.66/1010 no.1047, p.213, 23/2/1563; Canterbury Old(19) Park, Morice R, 
'Anecdotes and Character of Archbishop Cranmer' p.234 ; Canterbury Trenley(20), Hasted E., The 
History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent (Canterbury, 2nd edition, 1797) 9 p.158; 
Westwell(98), Hasted 7 p.416; Elham(30), Hasted 8 p.99; Folkestone(32), TNA SC 6/HenVIII/1727 7 
1758. 
14 CMS DRc/T166A, 1533/4.   
15 Chislet(22) park, LPL TA39/1, no deer since 1541; Curlswood(26) park, LPL TA633/1, 1586 'once 
used as a park for deer'; Ford(35) park, map fragment, 1624, shows deer, see Arch.Cant. XLV (1933) 
p.168; no evidence for status of Lympne(57) park; Bromley(16) park divided into fields by 1646 (BLS 
43/7a,b) but neither its dates of creation nor of disparkment are known.  
16 Way T., A Study of the Impact of Imparkment on the Social Landscape of Cambridgeshire and 
Huntingdonshire from c.1080 to 1760 (Oxford, 1997) pp.17-18, discussion on effects of disparkment 
abandoned because 'so few disparkments or diminutions in areas imparked could be dated, and because 
those few that could were subject to a high degree of insecurity.'  
17 See Figure 5.1 'Disparkment' (Appendix 5 pp.327-328). 
18 See Park profiles p.360 onwards. 
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Political turmoil also affected private parks, several of which were transferred 

to the crown after attainders served on traitors.   Some of these parks had already 

been disparked, but new owners disparked others. Sir Henry Sidney, for example, 

with the grant of Penshurst in 1552 obtained Ashour(69) park, Northlands or 

Penshurst(71) park (then including Leigh park,70) and Southpark(72), after they had 

lain in royal hands since the attainder imposed on Edward Stafford, duke of 

Buckingham, executed by Henry VIII in 1521.19  Penshurst(71) park, adjacent to 

Penshurst Place was kept, but the others were eventually leased out and given over to 

agriculture or woodland.20  

 

The disgrace of the Boleyn family following Anne Boleyn's execution in 

1536 eventually lost surviving members their seat and park(46) at Hever Castle, and 

parks at Henden(45) and Kemsing(49).21  Henden(45), from at least 1540, and 

Kemsing(49), perhaps long before, had ceased to be deer parks, while Hever(46) 

retained its pale, but lost its deer, principally becoming a cony warren by 1560.22   

 

In Edward VI's reign, extensive land acquisitions around Tonbridge by John 

Dudley, duke of Northumberland, including three parks in Northfrith(89-91), 

Southfrith park(93) or forest, Cage(88) and Postern(92) parks, proved to be short-

lived following his disgrace and death in 1553.  Cage(88) and Postern(92) parks had 

been disparked by the time Lambarde compiled his first list, but Northfrith(89-91) 

and Southfrith(93) survived longer.23    

 

                                                 
19 CKS U1475/M59; Kingsford C.L. & Shaw W.A. (eds.), Historical Manuscripts Commission Report on 
the Manuscripts of Lord De L’Isle and Dudley preserved at Penshurst Place (London, 1925) I  pp.xxiii-
xxiv).   
20 The exact sequence of events unknown, see Park profiles p.360. 
21 Astor G., Hever Castle and Gardens History and Guide (Norwich, 1977) p.10, 1538 Henry took over 
Hever(46) as widower succeeding to his wife's estate, but compensated Anne Boleyn's siblings; CKS 
U1450/T5/62, 1541, Henry VIII acquired Henden(45) after an enforced exchange of land between himself 
and William Stafford, husband of Mary Boleyn, Anne's sister; CKS U1450/T6/10, 1560 lease of park for 
cony warren, deer house to be kept in good repair, but no mention of actual deer.   
22 Surrey Record Office (Hoskins papers) leases from 1540 contain no evidence that deer were in the park 
(excerpts from Lionel Cole); BL Harl.Cart. 86.G.54, H.16, H.53, grants of park land make no mention of 
pales or internal character of the park.  
23 Thirsk in Zell M.L. (ed.), Early Modern Kent (Woodbridge, 2000) pp.87-88; Chalklin C., 'Iron 
Manufacture in Tonbridge Parish with special reference to Barden Furnace 1552-1771' in Arch. Cant. 
CXXIV (2004) pp.95-104.   
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Lastly, in Mary I's reign, after the major failed rising of 1554 in Kent led by Sir 

Thomas Wyatt, the crown gained other attainted land.  Allington((2) and Boxley(14a) 

parks were seized from Sir Thomas Wyatt himself.  Allington was on Lambarde's list of 

disparkments, but Boxley(14a) was omitted, having been disparked by the abbot at an 

unknown date.24  The status of Sir Thomas Wyatt's new Lea park(14b) at Boxley, which 

he attempted to create in 1549, is unknown, but it seems to have been short-lived 

judging by disputes over the identities of the two parks at Boxley later in Elizabeth I's 

reign.25  A defunct park at Broxham(17) was seized from William Cromer.26 Lastly, Sir 

Henry Isley's involvement and subsequent beheading lost the family Brasted(15) and 

Sundridge(83) parks, both of which had been divided into fields by 1553, a park at 

Langley(52) near Maidstone, which was disparked by 1576, and Sutton Valence(86) 

park, which was disparked when John Leland passed by in Henry VIII's reign.27 

Although in 1555 the four parks were restored to Sir Henry Isley's son on payment of a 

fine of £1000, he fell into arrears and all his lands were returned to the crown in 1575.28  

 

By implication, Lambarde attributed the loss of active deer parks to economic 

pressure, and some parks might well have lost their deer and undergone further steps 

towards total disparkment prior to seizure by the crown, perhaps due to financial 

pressure, family decline, or the different priorities of their owners.  However, in the 

case of disparkment 'within memorie', it can hardly be coincidence that the 

successful deer parks in Lambarde's lists had not been directly affected by political 

instability, while 15 of the 18 disparked parks on the 1576 list were those that had 

undergone enforced disruption of ownership during the religious and political crises 

of the period.29   Change of ownership would not automatically lead to disparkment, 

but abrupt interruption in park ownership and management accelerated conversion of 

parkland to farmland or woodland.  Turbulent upheavals made park restoration more 

                                                 
24 CCA DCB-J/X.10.17. 
25 Zell, Early Modern Kent p.32, 1549, hedges of Wyatt's new park at Boxley(14b) were torn down.   
26 Lambarde(1576) pp.6-7. 
27 CKS U1450/E19, 1553, Brasted(15) and Sundridge(83) parks divided into fields; Chandler J. (ed.), 
John Leland’s Itinerary: Travels in Tudor England (Stroud, 1993) VIII p.88, prior to 1546, 'This elder 
Clifford hath yet a maner by Boxle caullid Sutton Valaunce where was a park.' 
28 Steinman Steinman G., Some Account of the Manor of Apuldrefield in the Parish of Cudham, Kent 
(London, 1851) p.40, 8 March 1 & 2 Philip and Mary deed of restoration; CKS U1590/T14/17, 1575, his 
debts were about £10000 in several bonds, so his property was seized for a fair distribution of the 
proceeds. 
29 The three exceptions are Mereworth(60) (misspelt at Merewood in 1576) and two parks at 
Oxenhoath(65,66) about which information is lacking. 
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difficult and previous disparkment more entrenched, and for crown-leased parks the 

incentive to reintroduce deer was further diminished or restricted by existing 

subleases.30 

 

    Disparkment in the reigns of Elizabeth I and James I will be covered more fully 

in Chapter Five, but in the meantime Lambarde accurately identified an accelerating 

rate of disparkment prior to the first edition of  'A Perambulation of Kent', but did not 

note a deceleration in the early years of Elizabeth I's reign.31 To compound this lack of 

refinement of period, by not revising his text in the second edition of 1596, he has left 

the reader with the impression that the rate of loss continued throughout Elizabeth I's 

reign.  This was not the case, because when comparing his lists with the parks depicted 

on contemporary maps, it will be seen that the rate of disparkment continued to slow 

down in the 20 years that followed the first edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent'. The 

deer parks that remained at the beginning of Elizabeth I's reign were for the most part 

retained for several more decades, with a handful of new parks being created to balance 

the number that were lost.   

 

(ii) William Lambarde, the historian and topographer 

'A Perambulation of Kent' was recognised as the pioneering county history even 

in its own time.  In the opening pages Lambarde outlined the greater part of his interest 

in the section entitled 'The description and hystorie of the shyre of Kent.'  Most of its 

contents lie outside the bounds of this study; but among 'such other things incident to 

the whole' Lambarde stated that he finally wanted to cover the hills and dales, parks and 

forests.32 In doing so he has provided the historian with the earliest printed list of parks, 

both extant and extinct, within any county.  

 

Before examining this and the later list of 1596 in detail it is necessary to 

establish their credibility, by judging the soundness of Lambarde's method and the 

degree of accuracy in his research.  His contemporary William Camden, author of 

'Britain', considered him 'a man right well endowed with excellent learning.'33 When 

                                                 
30 See Chapter Five, pp.155-158, Chapter Six pp.178-179. 
31 See Chapter Five (ii) p.144 onwards, and Figure 5.1 (Appendix 5 pp.327-328). 
32 Lambarde(1576) pp.6-7. 
33 Camden W., Britain or Chorographicall Description of the most flourishing Kingdomes, England, 
Scotland and Ireland, and the Ilands adjoyning, out of the depth of Antiquity (London 1610); Read C. 
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writing his history of Kent, Camden thought Lambarde 'has withal been so happy in his 

searches; that he has left very little for those that come after him.'34  Lambarde's training 

as a lawyer gave him a disciplined approach to study, and indicative of his enquiring 

mind and scholarship was his mastery of Anglo-Saxon language and law displayed in 

'Archaionomia' published in 1568.   By that time he had also been working on the 

manuscript of the 'Alphabetical Description of the Chief Places of England and Wales', 

the bulk of which he and many of his friends had drawn from old chronicles and ancient 

histories.35  Lambarde's academic and scholarly approach has been considered 

meticulous for its time.36  According to Mendyk, 'He selected evidence intelligently 

from the raw substance of his sources, and evaluated it in accordance with sound 

principles.  Objective truth, not legend, was his goal.'37 

 

Concerning methodology, Lambarde himself stated that to compile 'A 

Perambulation of Kent' he had studied credible records, and then added information 

partly from his own knowledge, and partly from that gleaned from other men. 38  

However, details are hard to come by.  He drew on his 'Alphabetical Description of the 

Chief Places of England and Wales' for what he referred to as his 'Topographicall 

Dictionarie' (later to become 'A Perambulation of Kent'), and for which he enlarged the 

history and topography of that county.39  His written sources have been analysed, but it 

is doubtful whether substantive documentary evidence on parks was available to him 

and, in any case, it would have been of limited use since it would scarcely have touched 

the contemporary position.40   

 

When approaching the compilation of the section 'The Particular of Kent', in 

which the list of parks appeared, Lambarde would have had to rely largely, if not 

entirely, on his own and others’ knowledge of the Kentish countryside.  Indeed, he 

                                                                                                                                               
(ed.), William Lambarde and Local Government: His ‘Ephemeris’ & Twenty-Nine Charges to Juries and 
Commissions (New York, 1962) p.7, citing Camden's dedicatory letter in the first edition of 'Eirenarcha'. 
34 Mendyk S., 'Early British Chorography' in Sixteenth Century Journal 17 (1986) no.4 p.476.    
35 Lambarde(1596) Foreword.  
36 Read, William Lambarde and Local Government, p.6; Warnicke R. M., William Lambarde Elizabethan 
Antiquary (Chichester, 1973) pp.2-27. 
37 Mendyk, 'Early British Chorography,' p.471. 
38 Lambarde(1576) p.59. 
39 Warnicke, William Lambarde Elizabethan Antiquary, pp.26-27. 
40 Flower R., 'Laurence Nowell and the Discovery of England in Tudor Times' in Proceedings of the 
British Academy 21 (1935) pp.47-48; Warnicke, William Lambarde Elizabethan Antiquary, pp.27-30, 
documents relating to ecclesiastical land might have been seen through the patronage of Dr. Matthew 
Parker, the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
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admitted as much when he wrote an apology concerning information he or others had 

gathered:- 

If either by want of memorie I have not taken all, or by too much credulitie 
have mistaken any:  I have pardon for it, and desire the Reader, either to 
correct or supplie it, by his own discretion and judgement.41 

 
He might have written systematically to landowners about their parks, but surviving 

correspondence is scattered.  Some letters written to Archbishop Matthew Parker 

relating to 'A Perambulation of Kent' showed that he was prepared to alter and amend 

in deference to those with specialist knowledge as part of his meticulous attention to 

detail. 42  That he kept notes, as he did for 'Ephemeris' related to his work as Justice 

of the Peace, is shown by one surviving manuscript.43  Entitled 'Note of the names of 

the gentry in Kent, 1574', this was a working list which could be amended until the 

manuscript was despatched to the printers.44 It is apparent that the list of parks was 

compiled in a similar way.  It was laid out in two columns in neither alphabetical, 

ownership nor locational order, rather the names were written at random as they 

became known to him, despite Lambarde’s emphasis on an ordered approach in the 

rest of the book.45    

 

In these circumstances the degree of accuracy needs to be assessed.  

Warnicke considered that Lambarde often travelled throughout Kent and knew it 

well, because 'A Perambulation of Kent' contained many of his personal 

observations.46  But although he was soon to become embedded in the county, he 

                                                 
41 Lambarde(1576) p.9, reference to his methodology and the apology were added before the final 
publication and do not appear in the manuscript copy of 1570 which he had prepared for circulation 
beforehand (BL Add.Mss.20033).  
42 Bruce J. and Perowne T.T.  (eds.), 'Correspondence of Matthew Parker' (Parker Society 42, 1853) 
pp.424-426) cited with references to other letters in Alsop, 'Lambarde, William 1536-1601 
(http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/15921); StaffsRO D593/S/4/14/16-18, letters between Sir John 
Leveson and Lambarde; Dunkel W., William Lambarde, Elizabethan Jurist, 1536-1601 (New Brunswick, 
1965) pp.46-48. 
43  Read, William Lambarde and Local Government, pp.15-52. 
44  Folger MS. X d.260, Folger Shakespeare Library.  I am grateful to Georgianna Ziegler of the Folger 
Institute for this reference. This list differed slightly from that which was later published. 
45  Adrian J. M., 'Tudor Centralization and Gentry Visions of Local Order in Lambarde's Perambulation 
of Kent' in English Literary Renaissance (2006) 36:3, pp.306-334.  This article deals with the high degree 
of order in 'A Perambulation of Kent' and the importance it placed on political order and stability. 
However, "Here creating order is not about reducing everything to 'universal unanimities' or sameness.  
Instead Lambarde allows for differentiation and distinctiveness (even disagreement) so long as they do 
not erupt into any kind of disorderly threat," p.330. 
46 Warnicke, William Lambarde Elizabethan Antiquary, p.30, also for other biographical details. 
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hardly had time before the late 1560s to know it as intimately as many of the well-

established Kentish gentry who would be his readers. 

 

His father, John Lambarde, a very successful London draper who had risen to be 

sheriff of London, purchased several properties, the last being that of the Kentish manor 

of Westcombe in Greenwich in 1553, shortly before his death the following year.  

William Lambarde was only eighteen at the time, but eventually inherited Westcombe, 

along with other properties in Herefordshire, Wiltshire and London, when he came of 

age in 1557.  While John Lambarde had acquired properties haphazardly, his son 

concentrated his estate in London and Kent, adding to the Kent holding, but selling off 

the holdings in other counties.   However, he remained resident at Lincoln's Inn until 

called to the Bar in 1567, and leased out Westcombe.47  The rest of his life 

demonstrated how fond he was of Kent, and Adrian believes that he was partly 

motivated to write 'A Perambulation of Kent' as a means to win acceptance into society 

there, 'by demonstrating his intimate knowledge of and mastery over the topography and 

history of the county.'48 

 

If this was his intention, he was eminently successful because in his 

commendation of the book Thomas Wotton of Boughton Malherbe could not have 

endorsed William Lambarde more strongly:- 

We should unto the author William Lambard, yeeld our very harty and 
perpetuall thanks: as our Country man in our wordes and deedes lovingly 
use him:  as a man learned, duly esteeme him .... which for my part, I thinke 
meete to do, and meane to do: and for your parts, I desire hartily you should 
do, and I hope assuredly you will do.49   

 
Lambarde stated on the title page that  'A Perambulation of Kent' had been 

collected and written (for the most part) in 1570.50  From 1568 he had been given wider 

opportunity to gather material while undertaking his new duties as a Commissioner of 

Sewers from Lombarde's Wall to Gravesend Bridge.51   This exacting job, giving 

control over important waterways, would have involved travelling around the 

countryside with fellow commissioners such as William Herbert, earl of Pembroke, and 

                                                 
47 Warnicke, William Lambarde Elizabethan Antiquary, p.10. 
48 Adrian, 'Tudor Centralization and Gentry Visions of Local Order,' p.311. 
49 Lambarde(1576) pp.7-8, Wotton's foreward. 
50 Ibid. title page.  
51 Warnicke, William Lambarde Elizabethan Antiquary, p.36. 
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William Brooke, lord Cobham.  Moving about the county in such company enabled him 

not only to make his own observations about Kent, but also to meet influential men 

from whom he could extract and exchange information. 

 

In 1570, at the age of 34, he married Jane Multon, whose father, George 

Multon, owned the St. Clere estate in Kemsing, northeast of Sevenoaks, and his social 

network among the Kentish gentry grew even wider.  He was reticent in widely 

publicising the manuscript until it had been thoroughly scrutinised and it was from St. 

Clere that he wrote his letter to Thomas Wotton, on the last day of January 1570, 

requesting him to read the draft of his book.  He chose Thomas Wotton because of the 

'good understanding and interest' he had in the county, and hoped that he 'for good will 

indifferently would, weigh and peruse it.'52  His reticence was further reflected in 

Archbishop Matthew Parker's letter of May 1573, which was sent with a copy of the 

manuscript to William Cecil, lord Burghley, prior to Elizabeth I's progress round Kent, 

'who would be inquisitive concerning the places where she journeyed.'53  In it the 

archbishop requested Lord Burghley not to discuss the manuscript in public so that the 

author's friends might have time 'to peruse, to correct, and amend.'54   

 

By the 1580s Lambarde had become well integrated into the county.  He had 

become a Justice of the Peace in 1580.  He lived in St. Clere until 1583, before moving 

to Halling for his second marriage, where he lived as close neighbour to Sir John 

Leveson and Lord Cobham until his third marriage in 1592.  Finally, he ended his days 

in 1601, resident at Westcombe.55  Thus, when he came to prepare the second edition of 

'A Perambulation of Kent' for publication in 1596, he should have been in an even better 

position to make any necessary alterations to the park list.   

 

Detailed examination of the lists indicates that Lambarde's 1576 park list is 

fairly accurate, especially when the difficulties of communication and travel during the 

late Tudor period are taken into consideration.  The second edition of 'A Perambulation 

of Kent' in 1596 was largely a re-print, and that might go some way to explain the 

                                                 
52 Lambarde(1596) Foreword).   
53 Nichols J., The Progresses and Pubic Processions of Queen Elizabeth (New York, c.1977, reprint of 
1823 edition) p.341. 
54 Dunkel W., William Lambarde, Elizabethan Jurist, 1536-1601 (New Brunswick, 1965) pp.46-47. 
55 Alsop, Lambarde, William 1536-1601 (http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/15921).   
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limited number of changes made in the 1596 list.  However, Lambarde must have made 

some checks, although not as thorough as they might have been.  He failed to add park 

omissions or to clarify ambiguities in the first list, or to take note of new park creations 

in the intervening 20 years, so to that extent the 1596 list is less reliable than its 

predecessor. 

 

(iii) William Lambarde's list of parks 

The park lists were given quite a high priority in the order of 'A Perambulation 

of Kent'.   In the section of the book headed 'The Particular of Kent' the lists of parks 

appeared preceding lists of hills, rivers, bridges, cities, markets and fairs, castles, 

honourable houses, almshouses, former religious houses and schools.  The significance 

of this position might have been because the subject was close to the interests of his 

readers, 'his Countriemen, the Gentlemen of the Countie of Kent', as Thomas Wotton 

addressed them in his foreword, or perhaps because parks merited priority as a 

widespread and dominant feature in the rural landscape.56 

 

In the first edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent' the list comprised 52 parks with 

54 in the second edition of 1596.  Tracing the parks on the modern Ordnance Survey 

maps proved to be relatively straightforward.  Some parks, such as Cobham(23), 

Greenwich(39), Groombridge(40), Knole(50), Leeds(54), Lullingstone(55) and 

Penshurst(71) are still in evidence today.  Others were easily located on a variety of 

maps and in documentary records, but two proved very elusive and some raised 

ambiguities.57  Stonehurst(81) was just over the border into Surrey, in the southeast 

angle between the Sussex and Kent boundaries with that county, but its inclusion was 

probably because of its ownership by the Brooke family of Starborough Castle (a 

branch of the Brooke family of Cobham).58   Hamswell has not been tracked down.  

There was a ‘Hamwell’ in Kent, about one mile east of Eastry (now the hamlet of 

Hammill), but there is nothing to indicate there was ever a park there.  It is possible that 

Lambarde meant Hamsell park(43), in Rotherfield, Sussex.  This was owned by the 

Waller family of Groombridge, who also owned Groombridge park(40), straddling the 

boundary between Kent and Sussex.  Rotherfield is hardly county border country, but it 

                                                 
56  Lambarde(1576) first page of Wotton's foreward. 
57  See Park profiles p.360 onwards; tithe maps, c.1870 OS 6" mile series, were invaluable.  
58 OS TQ425412. 
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is possible that confusion arose once again because Hamsell(43) park was owned by a 

Kent based family.   

 

There is ambiguity over Langley and Southpark because two parks of each name 

have been found.  Both Langley parks are poorly documented, but Langley(52) park 

near Maidstone, held from the crown, was more likely to have been disparked by this 

period, which is as Lambarde recorded, while Langley park(51) in Beckenham was 

probably established in late Elizabethan times and continued into the seventeenth 

century.59  Southpark followed Ashour park(69) at Penshurst in the list, both owned by 

the Sidney family.  However, evidence points to this Southpark(72) being disparked by 

1570, and the listed Southpark was not so denoted.60  It is certain, therefore, that South 

park(12) near Boughton Malherbe, which was repaled and restocked by Thomas Wotton 

in 1567, was meant.61  A mistake over this park would seem to have been highly 

unlikely given that Thomas Wotton had been sent Lambarde's manuscript to check.  

However, there is a discrepancy over Thomas Wotton's parks because he had three 

parks at Boughton Malherbe, South park(12), New or Lenham park(11), and Bocton or 

Old park(10), the last two being absent from Lambarde's lists.62   New or Lenham 

park(11) was impaled by Sir Edward Wotton (1489-1551), but was under arable 

cultivation by 1567.  Many deer, but perhaps not the whole herd, were rounded up from 

the Old park(10) and removed to South park(12) in December 1567.  The omission of 

two such recently functioning parks is inexplicable, unless for some reason it was with 

the acquiescence of Thomas Wotton himself.   

  

 Lambarde made unusual selections in two names, St. Augustine's(18) and 

Calehill(98). Evidence points to St. Augustine's(18) being the park in Canterbury, 

usually called Canterbury, New or King's park(18), created by Henry VIII in the 1530s 

on former monastic land belonging to St. Augustine's monastery, Canterbury.63  Mary I 

                                                 
59 Documentary evidence on both is sparse.  See Hasted 5 pp.346-349, for Langley, near Maidstone; 
Tookey G.W., The History of Langley Park, Beckenham (Beckenham, c.1975) p.9, land purchased in 
Hayes and West Wickham in 1571 became part of the later Langley Park; Arch.Cant. III (1860) pp.191-
193, 16/2/1633, letter mentioned the park. 
60 CKS U1475/E55/1, 1559. 
61 BL Add.Mss.42715. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Sparks M. (ed.), The Parish of St. Martin & St. Paul Canterbury, Historical Essays in Memory of 
James Hobbs (Canterbury, 1980) p.57. 
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granted the park 'commonly called Canterbury park' among other properties, to Cardinal 

Pole in 1556, and it would seem that it was only called St.Augustine's park for the short 

period of his ownership until his death in 1558, when his executors called it ‘St. 

Augustine's.'64  Thereafter, it is referred to under its other names, so why Lambarde 

picked out the monastic name is unclear.  Apart from Lambarde's lists there are no other 

references to Calehill park(98) in the parish of Little Chart until 'The Olde Parke' and 

'Parke woode'  are shown on an estate map of the Darell family in 1639.65  It is possible 

that Lambarde was referring to this park, but if so he omitted the well documented 

medieval park of Westwell(98), three miles to the east of Calehill, which continued with 

deer in it under crown lessees at least into Elizabeth I's reign.66   

 

The park 'at Ashford' is enigmatic. Edward Hasted linked the reference 'at 

Ashford' to Ripton(later park 104) park, but the earliest date for the park so far concerns 

its imparkment in about 1640.67  It is more likely that Lambarde was referring to the 

park at Scot's Hall(77), near Smeeth, to the east of Ashford, owned by Sir Thomas 

Scott, high sheriff of Kent, who had the wealth and status to sustain a park and lived in 

grand style, entertaining Elizabeth I at his home in 1573.68   

 

A second park at Westenhanger(96,97) was the only active park added by 

Lambarde in 1596, otherwise he made a note of five additional disparkments, and 

corrected a misspelling.69  In the first edition there were 18 disparked parks, and in the 

second edition of 1596 there were 23.  The additional five were the disparked Aldington 

park(1), a park omitted from the 1576 list, and four new disparkments, namely at 

Halden(41), one Otford park(?63), Saltwood(75) and Shurland(78).  The total number 

of disparkments represented about one-third of William Lambarde's 1576 list, and a 

                                                 
64 CKS U1450/T6/28, copy of CPR 2 & 3 Philip and Mary, 13/3/1556; Dasent J.R. (ed.), Acts of Privy 
Council New Series VII, 1558-1570 (London, 1893) no.25, 9/12/1558. 
65 CKS U386/P1.   
66 Sheppard J.B. (ed.), Literae Cantuariensis, The Letter Books of the Monastery of Christ Church 
Canterbury (London, 1889) III p.384, 1292 earliest date for Westwell(98); BL Add.Mss.42715, 1561, 
deer from Westwell mentioned.  
67 Hasted 7 p.534, 'There was formerly a park here, which was in being when Lambarde wrote his 
Perambulation, in 1570.  The lands of it are still called the Old Park'; CKS U1095/P3, 24/12/1640, 'A 
plott of Ripton Parke... as it lay in severall closes before it was Imparked.'  
68 Scott J.R., Memorials of the Scott Family of Scot’s Hall (Walthamstoe, 1876) 
pp.203-204; Cole M.H., The Portable Queen - Elizabeth and the Politics of Ceremony (Massachusetts, 
1999) p.186; Cockburn J.S. (ed.), Calendar of Assize Records, Kent Indictments under Elizabeth I 
(London, 1979) AC/35/40/3/2545,1597. 
69 Lambarde made seven adjustments to the 1576 list in 1596, see Figure 1.1 p.9.  
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little over one-third of the later list, but his choice of parks to include in this category 

was not consistent. In the first edition some Elizabethan disparkments were not recorded 

by him, for example, one or two of Edward Wotton's parks at Boughton 

Malberbe(10,11).70  Other disparkments 'within memorie' William Lambarde might 

have listed were Sir Thomas Wyatt's parks at Maidstone(59) in which deer were last 

mentioned in 1556 and Boxley(14a) disparked by 1554.71  The archbishop of 

Canterbury's parks at Chislet(22) had not held deer since 1541, and Curlswood(26) had 

also been disparked.72  Brasted(15) and Sundridge(83) parks had both had been 

disparked by Mary I's reign, which Lambarde recorded in the case of Brasted(15), but 

not in the case of Sundridge(83).73  As most disparkments occurred before Elizabeth I 

came to the throne, the omissions are not critical in determining the number of deer 

parks which continued to function in her reign.   

 

The question next to be addressed is how complete a list of active parks did 

Lambarde compile and to do this the five contemporary maps will be discussed, 

although only the first three were produced during the period spanning the first and 

second editions of 'A Perambulation of Kent.'    

 

(iv) William Lambarde and the cartographers 

 The five county maps depicting parks are conveniently spaced to cover most of 

the period under review.74  Contemporary with the first edition of 'A Perambulation of 

Kent', with its list of 34 active and 18 disparked parks, were the maps of Saxton c.1575 

                                                 
70 Boughton Malherbe(10,11) see pp.24-25 following. 
71 Boxley(14a) see p.12 above; CKS U1450 T6/28, 1556, Maidstone(59) park; TNA E134/31Elizabeth/ 
Hilary16, 1588, disparkment occurred by 1554. 
72 Chislet(22) park, LPL TA39/1, 1587, no deer since 1541; Curlswood(26) park, LPL TA633/1, 1586 
'once used as a park for deer'.  
73 CKS U1450/E19, 1553, Sir Henry Isley's parks then divided into fields. 
74 See Figure 1.2 (Appendix 1 pp.316-317) for Lambarde's lists of 1576 and 1596, alongside the 5 early 
county maps.  A copy of the map of the unknown cartographer had been inserted at an unknown date into 
a copy of 'A Perambulation of Kent' of 1576, signed and dated by Peter Manwood of St. Stephen's, 
Canterbury, in January 1590.  Although controversy has raged about whether this was the intended 'Carde 
of this Shyre' referred to by Lambarde, the watermark on the paper was found to be of the same period as 
that of the book and the map bore the arms of Elizabeth I, so barring forgery it has been included in this 
examination of parks.  This book is at CKS with notes on the back page by G. P. Amos Pembroke on the 
authenticity of the watermark. Pembroke bought this copy in 1885 from the sale of the library of the Earl 
of Jersey at Osterley park.  See Hannen H., 'An Account of a Map of Kent dated 1596' in Arch.Cant. 
XXX (1914) pp.185-9, Box E.G., 'Lambarde's "Carde of this Shyre," third issue with roads added' in 
Arch. Cant. (1927) XXXIX pp.141-148, and Livett G.M., 'Early Kent Maps' in Arch.Cant. XLIX (1938) 
pp.247-277. 
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and of an unknown cartographer c.1576.  Saxton showed 27 parks, three more than the 

anonymous map, which depicted 24.75  Lambarde's second edition of 'A Perambulation 

of Kent', with its list of 31 active parks and 23 disparked parks, was contemporaneous 

with Symonson's 1596 map, with 31 parks. In James I's reign came Norden's map of 

1605 with 27 parks and Speed's of 1611 with 29.76   One notable feature of the maps 

was that none of Lambarde's disparked parks in the first edition of 'A Perambulation of 

Kent' appeared on the maps, the inference being that the cartographers were attempting 

to record only existing deer parks.  Corroborating evidence shows that to this extent the 

maps are accurate, with the exception of a park at Sarre, included by Norden, where no 

park has so far been detected, although it is possible that a short-lived park was set up 

there in the early seventeenth century.  

  

In the maps the park symbols are larger than would be the case in true scale, so 

the exact location of parks can be distorted.  Some parks were clearly labelled, and 

others were easy to interpret because only one park was associated with the area, for 

example, Cooling(24) on the Hoo peninsula or Shurland(78) on the Isle of Sheppey.  

Others presented greater difficulty because they were not labelled, and the situation was 

especially confused to the south and east of Leeds castle around Boughton Malherbe, 

and in the Lyminge/Stowting area. 

 

The two county maps from the 1570s showed two parks in the vicinity of 

Boughton Malherbe.77  A park near Ulcombe might have represented South park(12), 

while another at Boughton Malherbe was probably Bocton Old park(10).  On the three 

later maps only one park was shown, which was more likely to have been Lambarde's 

South park(12).78  Compared with Lambarde, who listed Postling park(73) but not 

Lyminge(56), all the maps showed an unlabelled park at nearby Lyminge(56) rather 

than at Postling(73).  This leaves a quandary, because there was or had been a park both 

at Postling(73) and at Lyminge(56).  It is possible that Lambarde confused Postling(73) 

for neighbouring Lyminge(56).  Henry VIII appointed deer keepers at Lyminge(56) in 

the 1540s and there was a case of unlawful hunting and stealing deer in Lyminge(56) 

                                                 
75 Ravenhill W., Christopher Saxton's 16th Century maps: the counties of England and Wales 
(Shrewsbury, 1992) The additional three parks are Halden(21), Scot's Hall(7), Westenhanger(96). 
76 Arlott J. (ed.), John Speed's England (London, 1953) Speed's additional parks are Glassenbury(37), 
Halden(41), Throwley(87), Well Hall, Eltham(95). 
77  Saxton 1575, anonymous map c.1576. 
78  Symonson 1596, Norden 1605, Speed 1611; BL Add.Mss.42715, for Boughton Malherbe. 
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park in 1606.79  According to Lambarde, Postling(73) was still an active park, although 

a tithe dispute in 1576 indicates that the park had been disparked.80  Given the positive 

evidence of deer in Lyminge(56) park, it is most likely that the maps represented 

Lyminge(56), so it appears that Lambarde should have included Lyminge(56), although 

he was correct about the presence of a park, albeit disparked, at Postling(73).   

 

The maps located six parks that were absent from Lambarde's lists. Four parks 

(at Bromley(16), Eastwell(28), Lynsted(58) and Throwley,87) were late creations, three 

of uncertain date, which appeared on the three later maps.81  A licence to impark 1000 

acres at Eastwell had been given in 1589, so the park was overlooked by Lambarde, but 

evidence on the other three is less clear-cut.82  Two other inexplicable omissions from 

his list were parks at Ford(35) and Hemsted(44).  All five maps depicted the archbishop 

of Canterbury's park at Ford(35).83  Although Lambarde might have been less familiar 

with east Kent, it is unclear why he was not told about it by Archbishop Matthew 

Parker, especially as Ford Palace with its park(35) was one of the few estates retained 

after the forced land exchanges of Henry VIII's reign.84   

 

Another omission by Lambarde was of Hemsted(44) park, which was shown on 

Saxton's and Norden's maps, at both ends of the time scale. The park was functioning 

when Sir John Guldeford wrote his will in 1560; Elizabeth I stayed at Hemsted during 

her progress in 1573, and a map of 1599 shows a park of 113 acres.85 It is unclear why 

Lambarde left this park out, except to add weight to the possibility that his contacts 

were not as extensive towards the south and east of the county. 

 

                                                 
79 Zell, Early Modern Kent, p.60, citing Letter Patent XVI, 1500, p.714; CKS QM/SB 710, 2/10/1606. 
80 CCA DCB-J/X.10.16 f.209-210, 1576.   
81 Firm evidence is lacking, but implication of late creation is in TNA SP12/136/33 for Bromley(16); 
Vallance A., 'The Ropers and their monuments in Lynsted Church' in Arch.Cant. XLIV (1932)  p.147, 
Lynsted(58); apart from the early Kent county maps there is no clear evidence for the date of 
Throwley(87) park. 
82 Physick J., Five Monuments from Eastwell (London, 1973) p.128, licence to enclose 1000 acres of 
parkland granted in June 1589. 
83 Arch.Cant. XLV (1933) p.168, c.1624, map of Ford park with deer. 
84 Du Boulay F.R.H., 'Archbishop Cranmer and the Canterbury Temporalities,' pp.19-36; Morice, 
'Anecdotes and Character of Archbishop Cranmer,' p.267; Du Boulay F.R.H., The Lordship of 
Canterbury,pp.317-329. 
85 ESRO DAP Box 32, will of 4/5/1560; Cole, The Portable Queen, pp.179-201, Appendix 2; SuffRO 
HA43/T501/242. 
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Lambarde and the cartographers faced the difficulty of ascertaining exactly 

which parks were functioning as deer parks at any given time because of the possibility 

of total or partial disparkment, re-imparkment and new imparkment.  The fluctuating 

fortunes of Halden(41) and Shurland(78) parks bear this out.  While Lambarde added 

Halden(41) to disparkments in the second edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent', the park 

appeared on Symonson's and Speed's maps, yet this might not be inconsistent with the 

evidence.  Halden(41) was seized by the crown from John Dudley, duke of 

Northumberland, in 1553 and put into the hands of Sir John Baker of Sissinghurst, when 

no deer were in it, because in 1571, after Elizabeth I had recognised the Sidney claim to 

the Dudley estates, Halden(41) park was completely repaled.86  When deer were 

reintroduced is unknown, but a survey of 16 August 1609 confirmed that deer were in 

the park, although in the following year the deer had gone.87   

.  

A similar difficulty with achieving complete accuracy is illustrated by the park at 

Shurland(78).  Lambarde added Shurland(78) to disparkments in the second edition of 

'A Perambulation of Kent', and the maps of 1596, 1605 and 1611 also disregarded 

Shurland(78), which might be seen as confirmation of the situation, but other evidence 

suggests that the status of Shurland(78) was not quite so clear cut.  There were about 

220 deer in the park in 1572, yet by October 1574, only 40 deer remained, and it would 

appear that the park was not restocked.88  Lack of deer would justify Lambarde's 

disparkment and the park's omission from the later maps, and no deer were mentioned 

in a survey of mid-January 1605.  However, within a year Philip Herbert, earl of 

Montgomery, instigated a suit of deer stealing, claiming that the ancient park had 

always held deer.89 While he might have exaggerated the continuity and extent of deer 

keeping, the defendants did not dispute his statement that deer had been there 'whereof 

memory of man is not to be contrary', even though it would have been in their interest to 

do so.  

 

The only active parks in Lambarde's list not appearing on the maps were 

Hamswell(43) and Stonehurst(81), which is not surprising if they lay outside the 
                                                 
86  Bowen H. T., Rolvenden Parish and Hundred (Rolvenden, 1939) p.23; Sir Henry Sidney married 
Mary Dudley, daughter of John Dudley, duke of Northumberland, and Jane Guldeford, whose family held 
Halden; CKS U1475 E23/2. 
87 CKS U1475/M73; CKS U1475/T92. 
88 TNA SP12/87/1-3, 15/5/1572; TNA SP12/908/29, 7/10/1574. 
89 TNA E178/3925; TNA STAC8/183/34. 
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county.90 Ashour park(69) was not on the maps, neither was it added to Lambarde's 

disparkments, but it was being leased out by the Sidney family from the 1550s and 

gradually lost its status as a park, so Lambarde's inclusion of Ashour(69) might well 

have represented its last days as a park, and its omission from the maps the recognition 

that its original function had been lost.91 

  

There was a significant degree of correlation between Lambarde and the early 

mapmakers, with 12 parks being in all sources and a further six being in five out of the 

six.  However, none of the compilations was identical.92 Some discrepancies might be 

attributed to the four decades separating the earliest map from the latest – each 

illustrating changes over time, but when matched with the documentary evidence it is 

also clear that none was comprehensive.  The most prominent parks in which deer were 

present some time between 1558 and 1611, but which do not appear in 'A 

Perambulation of Kent' or the five county maps, were Bore Place(9), Lee(53), Tyler 

Hill(94) in Canterbury and West Wickham(99).93  Boughton Monchelsea(13), 

Roydon(74), Scotney(76) and Well Hall(95) in Eltham were established as parks, but 

the presence of deer remains unproven.94  Licence to impark 500 acres at East 

Wickham(29) and Bexley was granted to Sir Oyliffe Leigh in 1610, but evidence of 

park creation is lacking for Chilham(21a), Mersham Hatch(61), and Surrenden(84) 

which were probably formed later in James I's reign.95   

 

Conclusion 

Lambarde's first list of 52 parks contained two parks wrongly located within 

Kent, three ambiguities over parks at Langley(51, 52), Southpark(12, 72) and at 

Ashford(77), and two enigmatic names, St. Augustine's(18) and Calehill(98).  The other 

45 entries have been found to be accurate, so that overall the list has a high degree of 

                                                 
90 See p.20 above. 
91 CKS U1475/T33, leases of 1553,1572,1574; Straker E., Wealden Iron (London, 1931) p.219. 
92 See Figure 1.2 'Lambarde's list and 5 early maps compared' (Appendix 1 pp.316-317). 
93 CKS QM/SB/122, 1596, Bore Place(9); Drake H. H. (ed.), Hasted's History of Kent corrected, 
enlarged and continued to the present time, Part I The Hundred of Blackheath (London, 1886) pp.192-
193, Lee(53) park; CKS U591 C261/5, 1599/1600, Tyler Hill(94); BL Add Mss.33899, 1558,1564, West 
Wickham(99). 
94 CKS U807/M1, 1556, Boughton Monchelsea(13); CKS U48/P1, 1590, Roydon(74); ESRO Dyke-
Hamilton 606, 1579, CKS U1776/P1, 1619, Scotney(76); TNA E164/44, 1605, Well Hall(95).  
95 TNA SP14/58/19, East Wickham(29); Heron T., Antiquities of Chilham Collected by Thomas Heron 
esq., 1791, pp.68-69, 1623, Chilham(21a); CKS U274/E5, 1618, Mersham Hatch(61); CKS U350/E4, 
1625, Surrenden(84). 
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reliability.  It is, however, not comprehensive with at least three omissions of active 

parks at Ford(35), Hemsted(44) and Lyminge(56).  A number of disparkments might 

have been included for consistency, although dates of disparkment in some cases are 

unknown.  Except for the addition of a second park at Westenhanger(96,97) and a 

disparked park at Aldington(1) in 1596, and altering 'Merewood' for 'Mereworth'(60) 

errors of commission or omission remained uncorrected in the second edition of 'A 

Perambulation of Kent', so the degree of overall error in the later list is greater.  

However, Lambarde's lists remain an invaluable resource to historians, enabling them 

not only to identify Elizabethan parks, but also to differentiate the parks containing deer 

from those that did not.  The range from 24 parks shown on the anonymous map to 34 

(excluding disparkments) listed in the first edition of 'A Perambulation of Kent' is 

probably not too far out at any given time.   

 

The aggregate number of active deer parks over the period 1576 to 1611 from 

Lambarde's first list and from the five cartographers is 46, including 'at Ashford'(77), 

Hamsell(43) (?Sussex), Stonehurst(81) (Surrey) and Starborough(80) (on the 

Kent/Surrey border).  This total of active parks rises to 53 with the addition of deer 

parks mentioned in other sources. Deer are mentioned in documentary evidence for 33 

parks.96  Whether the other 20 parks actually contained deer is debatable, because they 

could have functioned as open parkland, perhaps with stock grazing or rabbit warrens.  

However, nine parks named by Lambarde, but for which no supportive documentary 

evidence has been found, have been included because Lambarde distinguished active 

parks from the disparked by defining the former as those containing deer.97  

Additionally, a further eight of the 38 parks shown on the five contemporary county 

maps have been added on the basis that, because the maps omitted all the disparkments 

noted by Lambarde and by other sources, a very strong assumption can be made that 

they depicted active parks, especially as the maps were produced to attract influential, 

powerful purchasers – the owners of such parks.98  A further three new parks, 

                                                 
96 See Figure 1.3 (Appendix 2 pp.318-319) 'Active Elizabethan and Jacobean Deer Parks', and Park 
profiles p.360 onwards for the sources of evidence for individual parks. 
97 Lambarde(1576) p.9; see Figure 1.3 (Appendix 2 pp.318-319) -  there is documentary evidence for deer 
in all but six of Lambarde's list – hence the addition of those six as active parks.  
98 See Prince H., Parks in Hertfordshire since 1500 (Hatfield, 2008) pp.9-11, for a fuller argument about 
the nature of the parks that would be depicted on maps.  
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Chilham(21a), Mersham Hatch(61) and Somerhill(93b) complete the total of 53.99   

Additionally, there is a strong likelihood, but no substantive verification, that Boughton 

Monchelsea(13), Great Chart(38), Halstead(42), Roydon(74) and Scotney(76) were 

active parks in this period.100    

 

The number of parks was never stable because some parks did not have deer in 

them for the whole period; some were disparked in the course of the period; while 

others were new creations.101   

 

With evidence of the existence of 100 extant and extinct parks in documents 

from 1558 to 1625, including 53 known active parks, Lambarde's estimation that half 

the deer parks had been disparked was on target.  However, in not fully updating his list 

or amending his text, the second edition of  'A Perambulation of Kent' failed to reflect 

the deceleration of disparkment in the later decades of the sixteenth century, although 

his lists and the five maps confirm this trend.   

                                                 
99 CKS U38/T1 part 2, 1622, manor house of Somerhill(93b) with park. 
100 CKS U807/M1, 1556, Boughton Monchelsea(13); CKS QM/SR1/m.6d, 1605, Great Chart(38); TNA 
E178/6020, 1621, Halstead(42); CKS U48/P1, 1590, Roydon(74); ESRO Dyke-Hamilton 606, 1579, CKS 
U1776/P1, 1619, Scotney(76); TNA E164/44, 1605, Well Hall(95).  
101 See Figure 1.4 'All known parks in Kent' (Appendix 3 pp.320-325) and Map 1.1 (Appendix 4 p.326) 
for the names and locations of these 100 parks. On the map the 100 parks of 1558 to 1625 are in red and 
numbered without brackets. Earlier parks, documented before 1558, are green and bracketed (1) to (48) 
and later ones documented from 1625-1660 are blue and bracketed (101) to (106).     


